can`t we be friends

ALTO I

easy swing (\(\text{i}=110\))

\(\text{SOLO (OPT. AD LIB)}\)
can`t we be friends

ALTO 2
easy swing (\( \dot{=} 110 \))
can`t we be friends

easy swing (\(\text{=}110\))

TENOR 1
can`t we be friends

easy swing (\( \frac{d}{=110} \))

TENOR 2
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BARITONE
can`t we be friends
easy swing (i=110)
can`t we be friends

easy swing (\(\textstyle \dot{\text{c}}=110\))
can`t we be friends

TRUMPET 2
easy swing (\( j = 110 \))
can`t we be friends
can`t we be friends

easy swing (\( \dot{\underline{\text{\textcolor{black}{\text{}}} = 110} \))

TRUMPET 4
can`t we be friends

easy swing (G =110)

TROMBONE 1
can't we be friends
can't we be friends

easy swing (v=110)
can't we be friends
can`t we be friends

Chord backing with fills throughout

**PIANO**

**easy swing (G = 110)**

**(melody guide)**

**A**

Am6  Fm6  C  Cdim  Dm7

**B**

G7  C7+9  D7  Dm7  G7  C  Ab7

**mp**

C  Ab7  G7  Dm7  G7  C

**mp**

C  Ab7  G7 sus4  Dm7  G7  C

**D**

C7+9  F7  Am6  B7  Em7

**mp**
can't we be friends

Chord backing with fills throughout

GUITAR

GUITAR

GUITAR

GUITAR

GUITAR

GUITAR
can't we be friends

BASS
easy swing (♩=110)

moderately quiet throughout

---

Ad lib backing (fours)

---
can't we be friends

DRUMS

easy swing (\(\text{=}110\))

Brushes (or opt. light sticks on open cym.) throughout.

Moderately quiet throughout
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